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Spin ordering in magnetic quantum dots: From core-halo to Wigner molecules
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The interplay of confinement and Coulomb interactions in quantum dots can lead to strongly correlated phases
differing qualitatively from the Fermi liquid behavior. We explore how the presence of magnetic impurities in
quantum dots can provide additional opportunities to study correlation effects and the resulting ordering in carrier
and impurity spins. By employing exact diagonalization we reveal that seemingly simple two-carrier quantum
dots lead to a rich phase diagram. We propose experiments to verify our predictions; in particular, we discuss
interband optical transitions as a function of temperature and magnetic field.
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With high tunability of their parameters, quantum dots
(QDs) are ideal systems for exploring correlation effects.1–4
While in three dimensions the correlation-induced Wigner
crystal5 is elusive and expected only in the limit of an
extremely low carrier density,2,6 its nanoscale analog, the
Wigner molecule (WM),2,3,7 has been observed in QDs at
much higher densities.8,9 An increase in the relative strength
of Coulomb interactions qualitatively changes the liquidlike
independent-particle picture to that of a WM characterized by
electron localization and strong angular order.3,7,8
We expect that doping QDs with magnetic impurities10–13
(typically Mn) will open unexplored opportunities to study
the nanoscale correlations. Through Mn-carrier exchange
interaction, the correlations can be enhanced, imprinted on Mn
spins, and thus observed. Several key advances in elucidating
correlations in nonmagnetic QDs have been accomplished in
two-electron systems.2,8,9,14 However, even in simple circular
QDs, identification of WMs is complicated by insufficient
accuracy in the treatment of correlations2,14 and artifacts of
the mean-field and Hartree-Fock approaches.15 To understand these systems, exact diagonalization8,9,14 is particularly
suitable, corroborating analytical findings for two-electron
correlations in QDs.16,17
Here, we generalize the exact approach18,19 to probe the
charge and spin densities of carriers as well as Mn spin
ordering in magnetic QDs with two carriers (holes).20 To
elucidate the stability of the magnetic ordering, we consider
different Mn doping configurations, deformation of circular
QD confinement, and examine the effects of temperature T
and magnetic field B.
The phase diagram in Fig. 1, for Mn-doped circular QDs,
shows three magnetic ground states, to be contrasted with the
spin-singlet ground state of nonmagnetic QDs.2 The groundstate phase changes with the doping radius Reff and the fraction
xMn of cations replaced by Mn atoms in the QD. The carrier
spin density is imprinted on Mn spins forming three patterns
corresponding to two pseudosinglets (PSs) characterized by
total hole spin zero, but nonzero hole spin density,22 and a spin
triplet (T); see Figs. 1(a)–1(c).
Before we provide a detailed analysis, it is instructive to
view the PS state in Fig. 1(c) as a spin WM. In nonmagnetic
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circular QDs, their WM “dimerlike” phase8 can be fully
revealed only in the pair-correlation function.17 However, a
similar phase can be directly detected in magnetic QDs: the
Mn pattern of the spin WM reflects a double-peaked hole
spin density. The separation between carriers, characteristic
for WMs,2 is enhanced by doping with Mn, which provides a
spin structure.
We use the total QD Hamiltonian, Ĥ = Ĥf + Ĥex , with
typical two-dimensional (2D) nonmagnetic and exchange
parts,22 where
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the holes are labeled by i, m∗ is the effective mass, e the
electron charge, and  the dielectric constant. The momentum
π i includes the vector potential of the field B  z.23 The p−d
exchange interaction between Mn spins and confined holes has
the Ising form24
Ĥex = −(β/3)

N


ŝiz Ŝj z δ(ri − Rj ),

(2)

i=1,2 j =1

because of the strong z-axis anisotropy, arising from spinorbit interaction in 2D QDs. Here, β is the exchange constant
and ŝz is the heavy-hole pseudospin with projections sz =
±3/2, while Ŝz are operators of the z projection of Mn spins
positioned at Rj , and N is the number of Mn spins in the dot.
Since Ĥex does not contain spin-flip processes, the
total wave function is a product of the hole and Mn
spin parts. The partition function of the system can be
calculated
using the Gibbs canonical distribution Z =

TrSj z n exp[−En ({Sj z })/kB T ], where kB is the Boltzmann
constant. The hole eigenvalues En depend on N numbers Sj z ,
each Sj z = −S, . . . ,S where S = 5/2 (the index n runs over
hole states for fixed {Sj z }). To calculate Z, one would need
to solve 6N replicas of the hole Schrödinger equation, with
N ∼ 102 −103 .
We can overcome this obstacle of computational complexity by partitioning the dot into Nc square cells, each containing
few Mn spins, and neglecting spatial variation of the two-hole
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Ground-state phase diagram (PS vertical
and diagonal, T horizontal hatching) as a function of Mn content
xMn and Mn doping radius Reff , for a double-occupied circular dot,
h̄ωx,y = 25 meV, at zero temperature. Insets (a)–(c): QD top view
(in-plane coordinates in nanometers) of Mn spin patterns: spins
up, light; down, dark. (a) Core-halo (CH), Reff = 2 nm, xMn = 2%;
(b) triplet (T), Reff = 3.5 nm, xMn = 3%; (c) spin Wigner molecule
(sWM), Reff = 3.5 nm, xMn = 1%; (d) hole spin density for the
pattern in (a) (Ref. 21).

wave function n within each cell k through the use of the
average hole spin density

1 
ŝiz δ(ri − Rj )|n ,
n |
(3)
sk n =
hz Nk j ∈N
i
k

where hz is the QD height. For a given cell with Nk
spins Sj(k)
z creating a magnetic moment Mk , the distribution function of the average dimensionless magnetization mk ≡ −Mk /gMn μB Nk can be expressed as Y (mk ) ∝
exp[−Gk (mk /S)/kB T ]. Here gMn = 2 is the Mn g factor. The
Gibbs free energy of the Nk noninteracting spins, Gk (mk /S),
is obtained by Legendre transformation,25

sinh (1+1/2S)BS−1(x)
Gk (x)
= xBS−1(x)−ln
, (4)
Nk kB T
sinh (1/2S)BS−1(x)
where BS−1 is the inverse of the Brillouin function BS . Using
Y (mk ), we transform Z with exponential accuracy as
Z∝


n

Nc

···

exp −Gntot /kB T

dmk ,

(5)

k=1


where Gntot = k Gk (mk /S) + En ({mk }). For any n, each
integral in Eq. (5) can be evaluated using the steepest-descent
method. The equation for the saddle point, combined with the
Hellmann-Feynman theorem −βNk sk /3 + gMn Nk μB B =
∂En (m1 , . . . ,mk , . . . ,mNc )/∂mk , leads to the self-consistency
condition
mk = SBS [S(βsk n /3 − gMn μB B)/kB T ].

(6)

Our analysis shows that Eq. (6) depends on the quantummechanical average sk n relevant for small systems such as

QDs, rather than on the thermal average,25 thereby avoiding
artifacts arising from imposing the thermodynamic limit on a
nanoscale system. We use Eq. (6) to find a global minimum of
G0tot ({mk }) corresponding to the ground state, where 0 stands
for PS or T in different regions of the phase diagram.
We find the eigenstates of Ĥ self-consistently: For fixed
values of mk (randomly initialized), we obtain intermediate
two-hole states. Since [Ĥ , ˆ z ]=0, where ˆ z is the total holespin z projection, the states are in either PS ( z = 0) or T
( z = ±3) orthogonal subspaces.22 We choose the lowest state
in each subspace, use Eq. (6) to obtain new mk , and restart exact
diagonalization, iterating until convergence. The ground-state
nature, either T or PS, depends on the QD parameters (for
xMn = 0 = B the ground state is a singlet).
We use ZnTe parameters: hole mass m∗ = 0.2 ×
electron mass,26  = 9.40 ,27 with 0 the vacuum permittivity, and N0 β = −1.05 eV,28 with the cation density N0 =
4/a 3 given by the lattice constant a 6.1 Å. For typical
self-assembled QDs, h̄ωx,y = 10−30 meV, xMn  5%. Our
standard values are xMn = 1%, hz = 1.8 nm, and h̄ω0 ≡
h̄ωx,y = 25 meV, corresponding to a characteristic length29
l0 = (h̄/m∗ ω0 )1/2 = 3.9 nm.
We now reconsider the Mn patterns in Fig. 1, calculated
at T = 0, with a doping profile xMn {1 + exp[(r − Reff )/ξ ]}−1
of width ξ = 0.25 nm, and radius Reff ; here r is the distance
from the QD center. In addition to the triplet ground state
(all Mn spins parallel) at relatively large Reff and xMn , and
the spin-WM ground state at smaller xMn , another PS forms
[Fig. 1(a)], which we call the “core-halo.”30 The inset (d)
shows the resulting average spin density sk . In contrast to the
spin WM, the Mn pattern and sk  for the core-halo preserve
the circular symmetry of the QD. For ξ → 0 (no Mn for
r > Reff ) and small enough Reff (e.g., Reff = 2 nm, xMn = 1%)
the core-halo patterns become purely “ferromagnetic.” We
find that such unidirectional patterns form also for other
inhomogeneous xMn profiles, confirming predictions from
Ref. 22.
In the Reff → ∞ regime, we study the stability of T and
PS states, termed magnetic bipolarons.22 Figure 2(a) shows
that, already at modest xMn , the Mn-induced energy gain
of PS exceeds that of a magnetic polaron forming for a
single carrier.32 This suggests that the robustness of magnetic
bipolarons is similar to that of the well-established single
magnetic polarons.
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the bipolaron
energies. Owing to the stronger exchange interaction, the
triplet approaches the high-T limit at a higher T than does
the PS. The asymptotic trend −1/T in ET , reminiscent of
paramagnets, is expected since the effective exchange field
of triplet holes, acting on Mn, is nearly independent of the
Mn spin alignment. In contrast, the PS has a second-order
transition to a singlet. Insets (b)–(d) show the magnetization
[Eq. (6)] of the PS and T patterns. Finite temperature
has a different effect on the two states. For the PS, mk
retains its overall 0 K shape, and decreases uniformly. In
contrast, the saturated Mn pattern of the T [Fig. 1(b)],
undergoes a transition to a state with spontaneously broken
circular symmetry: two symmetrical and unidirectional peaks
appear [Fig. 2(b)]. The peaks reflect the hole spin density,
which maximizes the Mn-induced energy gain through a
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FIG. 2. (Color) Temperature evolution of pseudosinglet EPS
(green) and triplet ET (red) energies for a circular QD, h̄ωx,y =
25 meV, and xMn = 1% (homogeneous distribution). Bold ticks
show the high-T (zero p−d exchange) limit. (a) Mn-induced energy
gains at T = 0 K. Dots (solid line), numerical (variational) results
(Ref. 31) for the PS, EPS = EPS (xMn = 0) − EPS . Dash-dotted line,
single magnetic polaron, EMP = xMn N0 |β|S/2. EMP < EPS for
xMn  0.7%. Insets (b)–(d) mk in units of 1/4 as a function of position
(nm); (b) triplet at 1 K, (c), (d) PS at 1 K, 3 K.

becomes the ground state with increasing xMn . For increasing
asymmetry d, the nonmagnetic singlet-triplet gap decreases,
so that the T becomes the ground state at lower xMn .34
The results so far can be understood by introducing an
effective, spin-dependent interaction between the two holes.
Each hole tends to polarize Mn spins within an area defined
by the temperature and confinement. The consequences of
the overlap of the areas depend on the relative hole spins. If
they are antiparallel (PS), mutual repulsion arises,31 which
would lead to complete separation of holes in the absence of
the confinement (the magnetic bipolaron would not form). In
contrast, holes with parallel spins (T) effectively attract each
other,35 as they benefit from sharing the cloud of polarized Mn
spins that each of them carries.31
Opposite limits of the doping radius Reff offer a simple
insight as to which of the two PS patterns is the ground state.
For Reff → 0, the p−d exchange energy gain for the spin WM
is zero, since this state produces sk  = 0 at the QD center.
On the other hand, for Reff → ∞ and for weak confinement,
the proper limit is that of two separate, localized magnetic
polarons, a scenario consistent with a spin WM rather than a
core-halo.31
To corroborate our predictions, as well as other works considering magnetic interactions in closed-shell QDs,13,22,36,37
we propose experiments that test the existence of magnetic
bipolarons, and discriminate the different Mn patterns. One
such probe is interband photoluminescence.10,11,38 With a
sufficiently intense excitation, two kinds of emission lines
appear, corresponding to 2 → 1 and 1 → 0 QD occupancy
transitions. We calculate the photon energies Eph for the
standard parameters, assuming (i) type-II band alignment,28,31
(ii) the Mn spin pattern does not change during a recombination
event, and (iii) the system recombines from its (two- or
single-hole) ground state. We show that the Eph dependence
on T and B allows the bipolarons to be identified.
We first consider varying T (Fig. 4). A single polaron,
characterized by a unidirectional Mn pattern, shows a 1/T
redshift. In contrast, thermal disruption of the PS occurs with
an abrupt change of the slope of Eph at a few kelvin.
We next consider B  z (the Faraday configuration28,39 ).
For a triplet, mk  −B everywhere. The small change of Eph
(Fig. 5, dashed line) is mainly due to orbital effects, since mk ,
highly saturated at low T , is not very sensitive to B. For the PS,
some of the Mn spins are aligned unfavorably, i.e., parallel to
B. Increasing B changes their projection [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)].

Eph meV

linear combination of the two triplets with opposite angular
momenta.12
Having established the presence of magnetic bipolarons
and Mn patterns in circular QDs, it is crucial to examine the
more realistic case of asymmetric confinement. We introduce
2
in-plane asymmetry through ωx,y = h̄/(m∗ lx,y
), where lx,y =
±1 33
l0 (1 + d) . The asymmetry stabilizes the spin WM along
the weaker-potential axis, Fig. 3(a), since separating the holes
in the direction of the “softer” potential costs less potential
energy. As in circular QDs (Fig. 1, large Reff ), the triplet
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Ground-state phase diagram (PS vertical,
T horizontal hatching) as a function of confinement asymmetry d
and xMn , at T = 0. Insets: hole spin density of the PS (a) and T (b),
h̄ω0 = 25 meV, d = 1, and xMn = 1%.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Temperature dependence of the PS → 1
hole (solid) and 1 → 0 (dash-dotted) transition energies Eph , for B =
0. To better compare the dependencies, each line is shifted: Eph ≡
Eph (T ) − Eph (T → ∞). Standard QD parameters, homogeneous Mn
doping.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) B  z dependence of the PS → 1 (solid
lines) and T → 1 (dashed) transitions, for T = 1 K. To avoid PS-T
crossing, we set xMn = 0.5%. Each line is shifted: Eph ≡ Eph (B) −
Eph (B = 0). Insets: PS Mn patterns for 0.4 (a), and 1.4 (b) tesla; light
(dark) for mk > 0 (mk < 0).

The accompanying change of EPS (not shown) becomes abrupt
at a threshold B0 (the Mn pattern becomes unidirectional at
B0 ), and then flattens out close to its asymptotic value: the
nonmagnetic singlet energy.40 For B > B0 (B0 1.5 T in
Fig. 5), the B dependence of PS → 1 transition energies is
dominated by changes of final-state energies, which react to
the increasing saturation of mk . The line is split by the field,
as the remaining hole can end up in two opposite-spin states.
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